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)ouglas South Constituent.
Christmas many of us will be looking

5rword to faking a break and to spending
time with friends, family and loved ones. Many
people will also take the time to help others.
Our nation has shown incredible heartedness

and solidarity through the Covid Pandemic,
though this year has been particularly hard for
many families. Job uncertainty, rising debt,
these days have been incredibly hard and
worrying, almost like we have been living
permanently under o dark cloud.

Registering and Postal Voting for 2021 General

So where ever you are - whether you are on
the island or further afield, whether you are
with friends and family or on your own. we do
hope you have the best possible time over this
festive period.

We are pleased to confirm postal voting will

We wish all of you a very Merry Christmas and
a happy and prosperous 2021.

next year. The Cabinet Office would also like
to encourage individuals to register to vote,
which will be moving from a quarterly basis to

Election

be available on demand for any constituents
who wish to cast their votes via this means

a monthly registration from April next year.

Claire and Paul

Register at https://www.gov.im/categories/
home-and-neighbourhood/elections-ond-voti

Local end Naflonol Issues

ng/register-to-vote/.

Brexit - How ready is your passport?
As we write tliis, d deal is hiopefully being
finalised.
But we wonted to bring to

Office that they will be reviewing the voting
areas allocated to polling stations, in
particular we know how frustrating this is. for

everyone's attention to new
passport
information. We tcnow ttiis maybe at the
bottom of your list, as not many of us are

residents in Lheannag Park having to cast

their votes in Scoill VoHojeelt when they are
closer to Anagh Coar School. We will update

opprec'ofed at fh/s time of year. So this
Christmas, lets be especially thankful for those
who are working on our behalf.

travelling, but please make sure you do follow

residents on this next year,

It is also right to mention and give thanks to
those people who will this year be supporting
the homeless during fhe Chrisfmos seoson; our

British passport, this includes passports thot are
burgundy or have the 'European Union' on the
cover, (providing it has not expired) after the

charities, for whom this is such a busy time, and

1st January 2021 when new rules will apply for
travel to Europe.

Of course Christmas isn't a holiday for
everyone, for the people in our NHS and
indeed all of our pub//c serv/ces, your effort
and dedication is appreciated by all

throughout the year, but they are particularly

all those who ore looking out for a neighbour
or a friend who needs support.

We also have assurances from the Cabinet

new possport regulations if you do travel.

Pulrose BridgezyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZ
You can continue to travel to Europe with your

You will need to have at least 6 months left on

We
all
experience
changing
life
circumstances thgt force us into challenging

times. At no other time in history have we been
more connected with technology, yet
loneliness is on the rise. That may be a person

countries in Europe (not including Ireland).
You will need to renew your passport before
travelling if you do not have enough time left

who feels isolated from the community, a

on your passport.

person who for whatever reason cannot return
to their home for Christmas, or a family in

If you renewed your current passport before

isolation in their home. It is nice to think back to

the previous one expired, extra months may
have been added to its expiry dote. Any extra

the 'spirit of the lockdown' when our
community came together in a way not

count towards the 6 months needed.

known since the

war. and ensured

that

everyone, young and old alike, felt the full

benefits of what community spirit means, and
how fnterdependob/e we all are on each
other.

The festive season /s o time of/mmense joy for
many, yet it can also result in a feeling of
isolation and loneliness for others. This year of

months on your passport over 10 years may not
You can check your passport validity at:
https://www.gov.uk/check-a-passport-traveleurope- i -January-202!
For more information about Brexit please
follow this helpful link:
https://www.gov.im/media/1370597/20047-ar

the inability to be with those we love.

This tow was the largest piece of social
legislation for the Island, bringing wider
protection from discrimination in a variety of
different sectors, such as during employment
and when accessing services. Guidance
documents and information is available from

www.gov.im/equality but if you think you have
suffered discrimination in the workplace, Manx
Industrial Relations can

We hope everyone can find time to enjoy
themselves, but also to make those precious
couple of phone cot/s or visits to those who -at
this time of year more than ever - need to heor

a friendly voice or see a familiar face. If you
are lonely, worried about your job. if your
marriage or relationship is in difficulty or you
are suffering from bereavement, far from
being the best time of year, Christmas can be

the hardest.

So please, remember those

around you this Christmas.

risk of

flooding,

improve

the

Douglas for around 12 months in totol.

The current bridge was built in 1931 and, due
to on-going maintenance issues: it is neither
practicof nor economically justifiable to
extend its life further. As witnessed in 2015, the

exceeded.

fhe Equality Act 2017 was fully implemented.

restrictions remain, and this includes possibly

the

highway and protect vitol infrastructure
connections is scheduled to begin in March
202!. The £3.4m capital scheme will lead to
the closure of the bridge over the River

Equality

togetherness of friends and family are longed
for more acutely. Christmas may only serve to
increase the feeting of separation, especially

have managed to stave off the worst effects
of the Coronovfrus pandemic, certain

reduce

River Douglas is susceptible to flooding and in
full spate the flow capacity under the bridge is

On 1 January, it will have been one year since

the Island. Here on the Island, even though we

A major project to replace Pulrose Bridge,

eyouready2021-interactive-281020.pdf

all years, when perhaps the warmth and

for the many people who have loved ones off

"■ d

an adult or child passport to travel to most

be contacted for

further advice on 672942 or by email
iro@mirs.org.im. Alternatively if you think you
have suffered discrimination when accessing
a service, the Equality Team at the Office of
Fair Trading can support you with advice and

how to make a complaint. They have useful
information and letter templates on their
Office of Fair Trading webpage under the
Equality heading but can also be contacted

by

telephoning

687540

equality.OFT@gov.im.

or

by

email

Its current construction causes a bottleneck in

the Douglas River catchment, leading to
flooding in upstream areas, which include the
strategically important Power Station in Pulrose

and the National Sports Centre.
The new reinforced concrete and steel beam

structure will significantly reduce this risk by
increasing the flow capacity of the river under
the bridge.

While the existing bridge sits on two piers
almost

in

replacement

the

centre

will

of

feature

the

river,

its

load-bearing

structures much closer to the banks and will

also be raised by 700mm. The wider channel

will improve flow and reduce the possibility of
debris causing blockages.
The bridge's highway will feature cycle lanes
on both sides, linking Peel Road with the
Heritage Trail and Nunnery cycle routes and
supporting the Isle of Man Government's
Active Travel Strategy.
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This issue has been raised with the Roads

As port of the Hills Community Initiative we are

Built in accordance with modern bridge
standards, it will have a design life of 120 years.

Policing Unit as well as the DOI so as we may
look to work together to mitigate this potential
danger. In addition we shall be discussing the

working together with our colleagues in DBC
as well as Sgt. Graham

issue with the school's Headmaster, Mr Coole.

improve the social fabric of the area.

Saddle Mews Village
The recently formed Soddle Mews Residents

The New Year will bring a new Head Master to

Association

over the running of fhe school from Mrs Ramzy,

The Department of the Environment, Food and

Agriculture

has

been

fully

consulted

throughout the project development stage to

address environmental issues relating to tree
removal, river working and fisheries.
Traffic diversions will be required but the

programme has been designed to ensure any
disruption will be kept to a minimum at the

has

now amassed 80+ owner

Puirose will be maintained throughout, while

of the

Manor Park School. Mr. Rob Coole will fake

members in the Village, and it is hoped that
the Association will receive formal and legal
recognition in early 2021.

therefore oversee both Anagh Coar and

If is still somewhat difficult to ascertain the

unquestioned passion,
energy to the role.

same time as delivering the scheme safely.
Pedestrian access between Peel Road and

Corran

Community Policing Team, to do all we can to

current status of the former Saddle Mews

who is stonding down from the role. Rob will

Manor Park schools, and will no doubt bring his
commitment

and

diversions and temporary routes for motorists

Nursing Home. A sign stating that it has been

will be fully signposted.

sold is currently displayed in the grounds, but

Work is continuing with the development of

on checking with the estate agent we were

houses adjacent to Formhill Lane with
completion scheduled for this spring. Port of

Businesses

and

property

owners

in

the

surrounding area have been informed of the
plans following
engagement by
the

told that this is in fact an old sign, we

FarmhIII

this development will see the upgrading of

Department of Infrastructure, but we would

appreciate that the overall tardiness of the
former nursing home is blighting the area and

say if there any businesses who are concerned

creating something of on eyesore, and its

please do reach out to Paul and I.
A temporary entrance to Riverside Trading

status is something we shall endeavour to

Lane joins Anacur Lane to the entrance to the
new residential development. Port of this has

Estate will be created through Hilts Meadow to
enable customers requiring vehicle access to
easily reach businesses while work takes place.
Pedestrian

access to

the

estate

will

be

unaffected and an area of The Bowl car park
will include reserved parking for Riverside
customers.

Vehicle access to Middle River

maintoined via Groves Rood and Puirose Road

while the closure is in place.

concerns

of

residents

Spring Valley

As part of the government's active travel
strategy work has commenced on the cycle
way, which will eventually link to the town
centre. Work is currently on-going to the rear of
Springfield Road. We are still working closely
with DBC with regards to the Spring Valley
'r"ede^lopment: four proposals are being
evaluated, and will be completed in the New
Year.

Cooil Drive, Close Fletcher & Close Moore
The

monitor closely.

in

the

area

regarding the speeding of vehicles along the
A6 Cooil Rood were recently brought to our

attention. These in port were issues with the

speeding of vehicles within the 30mph portion
of road, which runs from the roundabout at B &
Q to the roundabout at the Four Roods. We

passed these concerns on to Sgt. Michael
Taylor of the Roads Policing Unit. A mobile unit
equipped with a speed detection gun hove
since undertaken several speed checks in the
area, resulting in several motorists receiving
fines and penalty points. Sgt. Taylor hos
assured us that this will be a proactive and

on-going operation.
We ore also looking as to how to address the
issue of the bus stop which serves Cooil Drive.

Formhill Lane, from the junction where Farmhill

seen the felling of three mature trees, which
was brought to our attention. The felling was
part of the widening of the entrance into
Farmhill Lane and the correct procedure was

followed by which permission was granted by
DEFA. A bond has been lodged with the
government by the Hartford Homes to ensure
that the level of work carried out is acceptable
for-odoptioi'i by"thg'€>Ot:~Howevcr this will sllll

leave an un-adopted portion of Farmhill Lane
between the two adopted areas.

If there is a particular issue, or area of concern,

Bolloquork
The issue of the state of the pavements in some

please do not hesitate to contact us.

parts of Bollaquark continues to be of concern
to many residents, and is something, which on
their behalf we hove brought to the attention

Contact Mrs Claire Christian
Office: 01624 686166

of the DOI. We have been informed that one

Email: claire.christian@gov.im

of the work-gangs, which would be ordinarily

Mobile: 07624 209800

Contact Mr Paul Quine

tasked with this, have been committed to the

Office: 01624 651524

Promenade works. This is something we will

Mobile: 07624 499530

continue to keep under review in order that

Email: paul.quineS'gov.im

the necessary work is part of the future
schedule.

Political Surgeries with your MHKs

Puirose

We received feedback from the DOI as we
look to address some anti-social behaviour in

Saturday 16th January

the vicinity of Hazel Court, and as is standard

Saturday 13th February

Close Fletcher and Close Moore and is
situated on the for side of the road on the

procedure in these circumstances the DOI
placed speed-recording strips across the rood.
Unfortunately they reported back that in their
opinion the installation of a speed bump is not

Cooil bound carriageway. An ideal situation

warranted by virtue of the data collected.

would be to construct an acceptable layby
where the bus could pul! off the main road to

and will endeavour to continue to campaign

allow passengers to board and alight in a safe
manner. A strange situation however exists in

on behalf of the residents to ensure that we
achieve the outcome, which will enhance

However we believe the issue is still unresolved,

this OS the bus shelter is actually situated in the

their quality of life and increase road safety.

adjacent constituency of Middle, as opposed
to Douglas South. So the issue has been
highlighted to Bill Shimmins and Howard
Quayle {MHKs for Middle), and it is something

At the political surgery we held in November
we met with representatives of St Mory's and
Puirose United football clubs. The desire of

we shall continue to work to resolve.

these people to address levels of anti-social

Anagh Coar
An issue was raised to us at our recent political

activities, which would bring immense benefit
to many young children in the area, is
something which we both fully support.

Saturday 13th March
Locations to be confirmed in the

Year on our Facebook Pages, but Disc e
call us if you do not hove access
Facebook Pages

behaviour and to create inclusive social

surgery regarding speeding in the vicinity of
Anagh Coar School.

/A.

